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Property Taxes in an Appraisal
Property Taxes
Question: How should the appraiser handle property taxes?
Issues we commonly see:
• Typically, appraisers do not adequately discuss/analyze the risk of a tax reassessment at the
appraiser’s estimate of market value.
• Typically, the appraiser does not discuss the date or scope of the next reassessment.
• Typically, the appraiser does not discuss why his/her property tax estimate was outside the range
of the observed comparables.

What We Want to Know Regarding Property Taxes
•

•
•
•

Description of the local assessment process and the next date of revaluation
o Property tax assessment values may or may not be static — it depends on the laws of
the local jurisdiction.
o Even with static assessment values, property taxes might be materially variable from
year-to-year.
Are the tax comparables appropriate?
o Why not use the rental comparables as tax comparables, too?
Is the tax assessment value similar to the appraiser’s value?
o If not, why not?
Risk of reassessment at the appraiser’s value:
o It is not appropriate to estimate the risk of reassessment by merely applying an
unsupported bump to the capitalization rate.

Suggestions for Incorporating Risk of Assessment
Select several multifamily sales within the same or similar taxing jurisdiction that have been reassessed
after the sale.
• A comparability chart can be constructed to compare each sales price with the new tax
assessment.
• So, if other comparable/similar properties were reassessed at an average of, say, 75% of the
sales price, then it would be reasonable to assume that the subject would be also be reassessed
at that amount.
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Alternatively, check this link: http://cbreemail.com/rv/ff00eb31c0dfe27b9b7994c33c44b9104bda6ab5
A closer look below:

This type of information helps us answer the questions:
• “What is the re-assessment methodology of the local assessor?”
• “If the property is due for re-assessment in the near future, what is the risk that the assessor will
be similar to the property’s market value or recent sales price?”
If the appraiser’s comparables were mostly chosen from the same or a similar taxing jurisdiction, then the
market’s measurement of the uncertainty of reassessment could already be built into the capitalization
rate.
• There would be no need for an adjustment to the appraiser’s capitalization rate.
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Tax Abatement
Questions:
• How does Freddie Mac look at tax abatement and the handling of the abatement?
• Does Freddie underwrite abated taxes or handle with full taxes and a net present value of the
abatement?

Freddie Mac Property Tax Abatement Policy
12.23: Collateral evaluation for tax abatement (07/01/14)
For all Appraisals of a Property with a tax abatement, the preferred Freddie Mac valuation methodology
is as follows:
•

First, full, stabilized real estate taxes are used to calculate the NOI that is used to determine the
property value with full taxes.

•

Next, the present value of the tax savings over the term of the tax abatement is determined
using a discount rate supported fully by the appraiser.

•

The present value of the tax savings is then added to the property value with full taxes to
determine the value of the Property with the tax abatement.

Note: If local practice is different from the Freddie Mac preferred methodology, the appraiser may use
the local methodology, provided that any differences in technique are fully discussed in the Appraisal.
The appraiser must demonstrate in the Appraisal that the tax abatement is likely to continue for its
stated term. This can be accomplished by a variety of methods including a review and discussion within
the Appraisal of the tax abatement agreement and/or documented conversation and confirmation of
the tax abatement by the Appraiser with the local property tax authority or tax abatement-granting
agency.
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Example (actually nine pages in the appraisal)
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